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Mac Turner’s recall of  his youth in Minard prompted him into providing a record 
of these days. He includes mention of folk he knew, local customs and buildings,
life before the arrival of electricity and mains water supply, the demise of fishing 

and quarrying industries, the rise of Forestry Commission work, and the inescapable
impacts of World War Two on the whole community.

This insight into life in a small Scottish village during a period of 
considerable change is well supported with diagrams and photographs.
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Exceptional value at only £8 per copy. Available from: 
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A Clyde Puffer delivering coal (in Iona). Photo by E W Tatersall
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holding the entire cart on it centrally, and especially steadily, to allow for the next

procedure. The bellyband rope from horse to cart would be undone at the cart fixture,

and the carter would raise the trams of the cart slightly and place the right size of wooden

prop between the weighbridge and one of the trams. The use of this prop was to ensure

that the load was not being partially supported by the horse and that the weighbridge

was registering truly the full weight of the loaded cart. Mr John Turner (John the Tailor)

operated the weight reading mechanism from its location in an adjacent shed with a

convenient sliding window. The mechanism consisted of a long iron rail with calibrated

markings. The rail was pivoted at one end and could swing readily for each measurement.

A metal slide could be moved along the length of the rail to bring it into horizontal balance,

at which stage a pointer on the slider would then indicate the weight of the load. Having

taken the reading, Mr Turner would then write out a docket on which would be an address

for the delivery of coal. Keeping a carbon copy for accounting purposes he would hand

the top copy through the sliding window to the carter who, in turn, gave it to the recipient

of his delivery. The drivers of lorries delivering coal to more distant locations were not

local men. Often Mr MacNab would ask one of the local lads within earshot if he would

travel with the lorry to act as navigator. The fun of a ride on the coal lorries was cause

enough for me to enjoy lingering around the Coalree during the unloading times.
Off-loading a full cargo of coal from the Puffer before the tide came in was seldom

achieved. When the rising water had re-floated the partially emptied Puffer it would

reverse out, ride at anchor, and repeat the beaching manoeuvre at the next tide.

7CRARAE GRANITE QUARRY

The Crarae Granite Comp
any, formed in the 1940s,

 operated a fully function
ing

quarry about two miles 
north of Minard. Quarry

ing this rock face had o
ccurred

intermittently under vario
us ownerships from mid 1

9th century, but generally
 in the

Minard area the plant was 
referred to simply as 'the q

uarry'.

Many skills and names c
ame readily to mind but

 may not represent the 
full 

range of employment cate
gories involved in the indu

stry.

Quarry Manager: Mr Herbert Kenne
dy 

Administration Secretary: Mr N
eilson

Shotman: Andrew Sinclair – resp
onsible for all explosives a

nd their use 

Engineman: Ernest Turner (author'
s father) at the quarry 193

8 – 1947

Craneman: Duncan MacInnes

Drillers:Walter Wilson, and 
another who may have be

en a young man by the nam
e of

Sinclair from the neighbou
ring village of Furnace

Feeding the crusher: Herb
ert Middleton, and during

 inter-war years Ernest Tur
ner –

a back breaking and hazar
dous task 

Pierman: Alexander Tear – respo
nsible for loading the carg

o boats 
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Men of the Quarry, early 1930s. From the author's collection

A detailed and personal account of life

in a loch-side village in Argyll, Scotland.
Turner gives a vivid and concise picture of an astonishingly 

different way of life, preserving insights into socio-economic and 

cultural aspects from a period of considerable change.

Impacts of World War Two, the introduction of electricity, 

local trade and industry including fishing, quarrying and forestry, 

the joys and challenges of growing up in a small community – all told 

in the author's distinctive style, provide simultaneously a fascinating 

memoir of childhood experiences and a unique historical record.
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From the text:
...Today it is unlikely that local lads when roaming 
the beaches would be hailed from a fishing boat 

with the shout “Seen the whale?”

...A mouth-blown pitch pipe was used to give the 
appropriate note to start the class singing. 

The pupils called it the ‘dootrach’.

...The rails for the crane and the bogies, the various 
quarry buildings and even the foundations for the heavy 
machinery, have been cleared away, as has also most 

of a solid structure called the Tip.

...Standing at our front door with my father that Sunday, 
looking at this large vessel steaming past and hearing the 
crying of the children on board, is seared in my memory. 

They were the first evacuees from Glasgow.
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